
NEVER FORGET
Great leadership begins at home.

The project of rebuilding the wall faced three deadly opponents:

• Fatigue

• Discouragement

• Fear

Nehemiah's answer to the challenge: Post them by families.

THE BATTLE CRY
Remember the Lord who is great and awesome, and fight for your 

families!

• Refuse to lose—v. 14-15
 There's a picture of a shovel in one hand and a sword in the other.

• Use the power of together—v. 19
 The problem = widely separated

 The solution = come together

• Always keep your work clothes on.
 Never quit on your family.
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The Fight for the Family
Nehemiah 4—It’s amazing the things that people fight for. We fight to be first 
in line. We position ourselves and fight for the best parking spot. Often times 
things that are the most important are neglected, while unimportant things are 
prioritized. Perhaps the question we should ask is, "What’s really worth fighting 
for?" Nehemiah, one of the great leadership books in the Bible, issues a clear and 
compelling call to fight for your family!
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